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Abstract- Plug and play optical (PPO) nodes enable fast, re-
configurable, and flexible ad hoc deployment of optical networks.
Once plugged, the PPO nodes provide all-optical circuits between
client nodes to alleviate the electronic processing bottleneck
of high speed networks. To offer these wavelength routing
functionalities to client nodes the PPO nodes must self-adjust
to possible changes of the optical physical topology and fiber
propagation characteristics. To discover such changes the PPO
nodes must make use of a link state advertisement (LSA) protocol
that is scalable in the number of plugged PPO nodes.

This paper describes a scalable LSA protocol with constrained
message flooding to match the limited propagation reach of
the optical signal, i.e., the PPO node transparency island (TI).
Scalability is thus achieved naturally by limiting the link state
advertisement scope to only those PPO nodes that need to receive
the link updates. As discussed in the paper, the proposed protocol
appears to be a viable solution when the TI size is relatively small,
e.g., in optical networks without signal regeneration.

I. INTRODUCTION
Today technology in fiber optics communications has the

potential to facilitate end-to-end data exchange in the multi-
gigabit transmission range. Optical circuits, or lightpaths, can
be established in the network to provide transparent channels
between end node pairs. Electronic processing of transmitted
data along a lightpath is not required, thus avoiding a poten-
tial electronic processing bottleneck when high transmission
rates are required. This is often referred to as optical trans-
parency [ 1].

In some areas, the deployment of optical networks may
be facilitated by the use of self-configurable plug and play
optical (PPO) nodes [2], [3]. Similarly to wireless ad hoc
solutions, PPO networking could allow fast, reconfigurable and
flexible deployment of optical resources to best fit application
requirements, especially in the metro and access area. It
could also simplify the complex procedures for the design,
installation, and maintenance of today's optical networks, as
no-human intervention would be required to perform these
tasks.
The key components of the PPO node are [4]: (i) an on-

board miniature optical transmission laboratory, or mini-lab,
(ii) real-time transmission models, and (iii) a service channel
interface for network management and control. The real-time
transmission models are used at the PPO node to process the
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measurements produced by the on-board mini-lab [5]. Their
objective is to estimate the maximum transmission rate and
span that are permitted when creating lightpaths from the PPO
node to other PPO nodes available in the network. Lightpath
rate and span are both limited by the physical constraints of
the optical medium. As a consequence, the PPO node is able
to establish lightpaths to reach only a subset of other PPO
nodes, and these nodes are said to belong to the PPO node's
transparency island (TI) [6]. Note that each PPO node has its
own TI, and that some TI(s) may overlap. As explained later,
the existence of the TI makes it possible to naturally limit the
amount of local control information required at the PPO node.
Once connected, a PPO node must cooperate with other al-

ready existing PPO nodes, and determine how to use available
optical resources, such as fibers and wavelengths, to provide
requested lightpaths to the connected clients, e.g., end users,
routers. To do so, the PPO node must 1) discover resources
and detect changes in the optical data plane, and 2) solve
the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem [1].
Finding a solution to the former problem and assessing the
solution scalability is the focus of this paper.

Discovery of resources and detection of changes in net-
working are often accomplished using link state advertisement
(LSA) protocols. A well know example is the open shortest
path first (OSPF) protocol [7], [8], whereby link state infor-
mation entries are flooded across the network. To provide
a scalable solution, flooding of LSA entries is constrained
within areas, which are defined when the network is designed.
These pre-defined areas do not change in time, and each
network node belongs to one area onlyl, i.e., areas do not
overlap. Therefore, LSA protocols, based on preassigned areas
or subnetworks, do not fit the ad hoc networking nature of PPO
nodes, whereby nodes can be added and removed many times
and optical resources may become available/unavailable during
the network lifetime. For this reason, the TI-LSA protocol is
introduced.
The TI-LSA protocol is based on the OSPF LSA flooding

principle, which is adapted to take advantage of the PPO
node's TI. The number of flooded TI-LSA entries is limited
by constraining the advertisement within the optical reach of
the PPO node, i.e., the boundaries of the PPO node's TI.
In other words, each TI-LSA entry reaches the PPO nodes

'With the exception of area border gateways.
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Fig. 1. PPO node enabled network

that require that information, without unnecessarily flooding
other PPO nodes that will not make use of that entry. While
the TI may resemble the concept of optimal partitioning of
domains into OSPF areas [9], [10], a substantial difference
between the two is that areas are manually predetermined,
while TI(s) are self detected. The TI(s) may change over time
as they automatically adapt to the changes of both the optical
network topology and the fiber transmission characteristics,
e.g., changes in temperature and aging. And so does the
constrained flooding of the TI-LSA entries. While delivering
to each PPO node all the TI-LSA entries that may be required
to intelligently use the available optical resources, the TI-LSA
protocol permits to realize networks with a number of PPO
nodes that is virtually infinite, thanks to its TI constrained
flooding.
A particular challenge in designing the TI-LSA protocol

is that TI(s) of distinct PPO nodes may be different and
may overlap partially. As explained in Section Ill-B some

substantial protocol changes are then required when compared
to conventional single area LSA (SA-LSA) protocols, e.g., the
OSPF protocol implemented using a single area. The payoff, as

discussed in the paper, is that by taking into account the PPO
node's TI the proposed TI-LSA protocol constitutes a scalable
solution to the problem of topology discovery and update
when the TI size is relatively small. This is indeed the case

in optical networking when sophisticated and costly signal
regeneration techniques, e.g., 3R [11], are not a viable option.
This observation suggests that PPO networking may be well
suited in the access and metro area, where both inexpensive
equipment on the one hand, and ad hoc deployment on the
other may be premium features.

Before describing the TI-LSA protocol, the envisioned PPO
node network architecture is defined in the next section.

II. THE PPO NODE NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Fig. 1 depicts a network with both client (routers) and

PPO nodes. The fiber bandwidth is wavelength multiplexed
to offer multiple data channels and one dedicated low-speed

service channel for management and control signaling. Via a
user-network interface (UNI) defined over the service channel,
client nodes may request PPO nodes to create lightpaths to
form a desired virtual topology. Upon reception of a data
lightpath request to connect two client nodes, the PPO node
must first determine if it possible to establish that lightpath
and meet the transmission rate requirement specified by the
client. To perform this task, the PPO node must be aware
of the physical topology, fiber transmission impairments (e.g.,
power loss, polarization mode dispersion) and available data
wavelengths. Note that changes of the physical topology may
be frequent as PPO nodes are plugged and unplugged dynami-
cally as needed. Once the physical topology, fiber transmission
impairments, and available wavelengths are known to the
source PPO node, known RWA algorithms can be applied to
choose both path and wavelength to establish the requested
lightpath. Conventional reservation protocols (e.g., RSVP [12],
[13]) may then be used to establish the requested lightpath and
allow client nodes to exchange data directly over that lightpath.
The PPO node sub-layers are shown in Fig. 1. First, the

PPO node must characterize and monitor the key transmission
parameters of the outgoing fiber links connecting to neighbor-
ing PPO nodes. This task is performed in cooperation with
the neighboring PPO nodes, using the on-board mini-lab [5]
and a Hello protocol [7]. The mini-lab measures the fiber key
transmission parameters and detects their changes over time.
In addition, the Hello protocol detects the loss/repair of the
service channel connecting adjacent PPO nodes. For example,
a fiber cut is detected by both the mini-lab, as a loss of a data
plane link, and the Hello protocol, as a loss of the control
plane link.

Changes of the fiber transmission parameters may positively
or negatively affect the optical signal quality in the data plane.
Based on their impact on the signal quality they are classi-
fied as perf-up, link-up, link-down, or perf-down
events. When their impact on the signal quality cannot be
determined, they are classified as perf-unknown events.
To gain a comprehensive view of the physical topology, fiber
measurements and detected fiber link changes are flooded to
other PPO nodes in the form of TI-LSA entries. The TI-
LSA entries may also be used to flood information about the
availability of wavelengths. Each PPO node combines the TI-
LSA entries received from the neighboring PPO nodes to build
its own link state database. Based on its link state database
and by using real-time transmission models [5], the PPO node
can swiftly determine whether a requested lightpath can be
established.
As already mentioned, in this architecture, the PPO node is

only required to deal with lightpaths that can be established
while producing acceptable optical signal quality at the re-
ceiver. In practical terms, lightpaths that span across too many
fibers (without signal regeneration) may not be created as their
resulting signal quality does not yield the desired bit error rate.
This observation leads to the conclusion that the PPO node's
link state database may be limited to represent a subset of the
entire physical topology, i.e., its own TI.
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Fig. 2. Optical transparency islands

III. TI-LSA PROTOCOL

This section provides the formal definitions of TI and the
description of the TI-LSA protocol.

A. Transparency Island Definition

Fig. 2 provides a sketch of the optical TI(s) of two PPO
nodes. The TI reach is dependent on the employed transmis-
sion rate and might vary over time due to changes of both
the topology, and the fiber parameter values. Plugging of new
PPO nodes and/or deployment of new fibers may enable some

PPO nodes to reach remote PPO nodes that were previously
unreachable. Alternatively, unplugging of a PPO node and/or
a fiber cut may deprive some PPO nodes of optical resources,

thus reducing the size of the TI. A formal definition of the TI
(at a given time) is given next.
The PPO node network is modeled as a graph G(JV, A),

where Al is the set of PPO nodes in the network and A is the
set of uni-directional links connecting the PPO nodes. A PPO
node with ID i is denoted as Ni and a link connecting PPO
nodes Ni and N, is denoted as '(i,v). Let C(r) be the set of
all links and PPO nodes that can be used to establish a simple
lightpath2, operating at transmission rate r, connecting PPO
node Ni to Ni. Set C(ir) defines a subgraph of G(JV, A). Note

that lightpaths containing loops are not allowed. Let TI>M be
the transparency island associated with node Ni, for lightpaths
operating at transmission rate r. TI(r) is a subgraph of G,
defined by:

TIi(r) = Uj,,,- C(ir)j).(1)I> (c 1 )) (1)

TI>M contains all PPO nodes and links that can be used to
establish a lightpath at transmission rate r that originates at
PPO node Ni.

B. Protocol Description

This section describes the TI-LSA protocol used to gather
link state information at every PPO node, i.e., building and
maintaining TI DBi(r) at PPO node Ni for one single rate

21t is assumed that if a lightpath can be established, then its performance
in terms of bit error rate is satisfactory.

r. For the first version of the TI-LSA protocol, only one
data rate is supported. For simplicity, in the remainder of the
paper, the index r is not used, e.g., TI DB(r) is denoted
by TI DBi. TI DBi is a subgraph of G(JV, A) and it is the
transparency island associated with node Ni that is built based
on possibly inaccurate link state information available
at PPO node Ni. TIi is the transparency island of PPO node
Ni when Ni has complete and accurate knowledge of the PPO
layer topology.
The design of the TI-LSA protocol is based on the following

assumptions:
* PPO node Ni is the owner node of its outgoing links, i.e.,
Ni is in charge of advertising the status of its outgoing
links,

* the owner node detects the status of its outgoing link
in a finite duration of time, i.e., each outgoing link
status change is detected by the combined use of a Hello
protocol [7] and measurements produced by the on-board
mini-lab,

* links '(i,v) and '(v,i) are subject to the same performance
changes, e.g., the two links go down or come up at once,

* all transmitted control messages are received without
error within a finite duration of time,

* all exchanged control messages are processed within a
finite duration of time,

* a lightpath can be established only when the bit error rate
performance is satisfactory,

* it is assumed that the wavelength chosen for the light-
path does not affect the lightpath performance, i.e., if a
lightpath can be established on a simple path p C C(r)
using a wavelength, then it can be also established using
any other wavelength along the same simple path p,

* if a lightpath can be established on a simple path p C
C(r) then any lightpath routed using a sub-paths of p
can be established too.

Recall that the objective of the TI-LSA protocol is to inform
Ni of any status change that may occur on the links that
belong to TIi, i.e., the TI-LSA protocol must guarantee that
TI DBi = TI, within a finite duration of time. This objective
is accomplished by transmitting messages that contain link
state update(s), i.e., LSU-ENTRY(s). An LSU-ENTRY is a
field of the flooded message that contains information regard-
ing one link. For example, an LSU-ENTRY regarding link
'(i,v) may contain the fiber power loss and current dispersion
profile, the available wavelengths, etc. By the simple fact of
receiving an LSU-ENTRY about link l(i,v), PPO node Nj
can conclude that Ni and Nv are active and running. Several
LSU-ENTRY(s) (local or remote) can be grouped together
by the PPO node to form a single advertisement message
defined as LSU-PACKET. The PPO node can also remove any
unnecessary LSU-ENTRY from a LSU-PACKET to reduce the
signaling overhead.
A number of events can trigger PPO node Ni to flood

the status of one or more of its outgoing links to all the
neighboring PPO nodes. These events are:
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Fig. 3. TI-LSA protocol flowchart

* perf-up, link-up, perf-unknown, i.e, a link may
improve its performance, come up or change its perfor-
mance in an unknown way, respectively,

* perf-down, link-down, i.e., a link can deteriorate
its performance, or go down, respectively.

Events perf-up, link-up, and perf-unknown are

grouped together, as they require the TI-LSA protocol to
perform the same set of procedures. The same apply to
events perf-down and link-down. Note that the plugging
(unplugging) of a PPO node is detected in the form of a set
of link-up (link-down) events.
The following description applies to PPO node Ni. The

flowchart of the TI-LSA protocol is shown in Fig. 3. Upon
reception of an LSU-PACKET at an incoming interface, every

LSU-ENTRY in the LSU-PACKET is temporarily stored in
set LSU. An LSU-ENTRY can also be created and stored in
the LSU set in response to an event generated by either the
mini-lab or the Hello message exchange. Before processing
the received LSU-ENTRY(s) in LSU, the PPO node waits for
a counter (lsaParseIntv) to expire. The lsaParseIntv
counter is used to make it possible to receive multiple LSU-
PACKET(s) and to process all their LSU-ENTRY(s) at once.

The first step when processing a received LSU-ENTRY is
to verify that the LSU-ENTRY is not a duplicate, i.e., the
LSU-ENTRY was not already received. This can be done by
assigning a sequence number to the LSU-ENTRY. If the LSU-
ENTRY is not a duplicate, the second step is to check which
event triggered the flooding, e.g., perf-up or perf-down,
etc. Depending on the triggering event, the LSU-ENTRY is
handled following one of two possible procedures (Figs. 4

Fig. 4. perf-up, link-up, and perf-unknown flowchart

and 6). The outcome of these procedures is to determine
whether or not the LSU-ENTRY has to be included in the local
TI DBi and further advertised to neighboring PPO nodes.
If the LSU-ENTRY has to be further flooded, it is stored
into the link advertisement (LADV) database. When a counter
(lsaFloodIntv) expires, all LSU-ENTRY(s) in LADV are
moved into an LSU-PACKET and flooded at once.

Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of the procedure used when
the LSU-ENTRY is triggered by one of the following events:
perf-up, link-up, and perf-unknown. Let the LSU-
ENTRY be associated with link '(k,). First, Ni must deter-
mine whether the LSU-ENTRY is associated with an incoming
link, i.e., v = i. If so, Ni must send its entire transparency
island database (TI DBi) to the owner of the link, i.e.,
PPO node Nk. Otherwise, if (k,v) belongs to TIi3 then both

(k,v) and NV are added to TI DBi. Then, SUB TTI() is

computed as follows. SUB TT( is a subgraph of TI-DBi(kyv) ubrpofTDB
and it is defined as the set of all links and nodes that may
be used to establish lightpaths starting at Ni, using (k,v), and
terminating at Nj, VNj C A". The LSU-ENTRY(s) associated
with all the links in SUB TI(kV) are then added to LADV for
flooding. Note that this step is peculiar of the TI-LSA protocol
and it is not required in the conventional OSPF. An example
is used next to clarify the importance of this step.

Fig. 5 shows the importance of calculating SUB TI and
adding all LSU-ENTRY(s) associated with links in SUB TI
to LADV with an example. In the example, it is assumed
that lightpaths cannot exceed 4 hops due to signal quality
requirements. Thus a generic link l(u,,v) belongs to TI DBi
if it is possible to establish at least one lightpath (which does
not require more than 4 hops) from Ni to NV using 1(u,,v).
Assume that links '(c,d) and l(d,c) are up only after time to.

3The actual algorithm used to determine whether the LSU-ENTRY is to be
included in TI DBi is outside the scope of this paper.
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Fig. 5. SUB TI example

The TI's before to are:
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TIb
TIc
TId

TI DBa
TI DBb-
TI DBc-
TI DBd

f (a,b) ) I(b,c), I(c,f), t(f,d) },

{l(b,a) 'I(b,c)> l(c,f)> I(f,d) '(d,e) }.
{'(b,a) lI(c,b), l(c,f), I(f,d), l(d,e) }'
{'(b,a) lI(c,b), I(f,c), l(d,f), '(d,e) }-

At time to, l(c,d) becomes operational and triggers the fol-
lowing events4. When Nd detects the status change of its
incoming link l(c,d), it sends an LSU-ENTRY for every
link in TI DBd to N, When NC receives and processes
the LSU-ENTRY(s), the only entry not already present in
TI DB, is the one associated with link l(d,f). Therefore
l(djf) is the only link that is added to TI DB,. Then NC

computes SUB TI(cj)d) {l(c,d),l(d,f)Il(d,e)}. For each link

in SUB TI(c) an LSU-ENTRY is stored in LADV and(c,d)
flooded using an LSU-PACKET by NC to its neighbors.
When Nb receives this LSU-PACKET, the only link that
must be added to TI DBb is l(d,f). Then Nb computes

SUB_TI(JT)) {l(b,c), '(c,d) 'I(d,f) 'I(d,e)}. Once again, for

each link in SUB TI(>b) an LSU-ENTRY is stored in LADV
and flooded using an LSU-PACKET by Nb to its neighbors.
When Na receives the LSU-PACKET, both '(d,f) and 1(d,e)
are added to TI DBa.

Notice now what would happen if a procedure similar to the
OSPF flooding mechanism were used in the example instead,
i.e., at each PPO node no SUB TI is computed and the
LSU-ENTRY associated with a link is flooded only if the
link is not already present in the PPO node database. When
Nb receives the LSU-PACKET from Nc, it floods an LSU-
PACKET containing information about '(d,f), but not about
1(d,,), because the latter is already in TI DBb. As a result,
Na does not receive the information about the newly available
link l(d,e) and is not able to correctly compute TI DBa.

Fig. 6 shows the flowchart of the procedure used when the
LSU-ENTRY is triggered by one of the following events:
perf-down and link-down. Let the LSU-ENTRY be
associated with link '(k,). Notice that, whenever there is a
perf-down and link-down type, TI DBi may at most
lose some links (and nodes). Therefore, it is not necessary for
Ni to compute SUB TIC. First, Ni checks whether an entry
associated with link l(k,) is present. If not, no further action
is required. Otherwise, Ni recomputes and updates TI DBi,
and stores an LSU-ENTRY associated with l(k,) in LADV.

LSU-ENTRY

Update TI_DB
with Entry Info

RECOMPUTE
| Tl_DB

Fig. 6. perf-down, link-down flowchart

IV. EMULATION RESULTS

The TI-LSA protocol was implemented and tested on the Q-
E network emulator. The Q-E is a cluster of Linux based PC's,
which can be configured to emulate the exchange of control
messages in a desired network topology via netfilter/iptables
functionalities [14]. Each PC hosts multiple processes, each
one emulating one PPO node. Each outgoing (incoming) fiber
link of a PPO node is realized as a virtual ethernet interface
in the host PC.
The following assumptions are made when running the em-

ulation. For simplicity, every link in the topology is assumed
to have the same length and made of the same fiber type.
Each fiber carries one wavelength. It is assumed that the
determinant factor for the lightpath performance is the optical
power budget. The transmission power level and receiver
sensitivity are assumed to be the same at all nodes. With
these assumptions the lightpath maximum span is the same
for all PPO node pairs and can be simply measured in terms
of maximum number of hops (links). The maximum number
of hops per lightpath used in the emulation is either 2 or 5.

Hello messages are sent every 10 s. If three consecutive
Hello messages are lost the corresponding link/node is con-
sidered to be down. The flooding interval (lsaFloodIntv
timer defined in Section III-B) at each PPO node is set to be
equal to 60 s. The starting times for both the Hello messages
to be sent and the flooding mechanism to begin are randomly
chosen in the interval [0, lsaFloodIntv]. The random choice
avoids synchronization among PPO nodes.

Performance results are collected for both the TI-LSA
protocol and the OSPF like single area LSA protocol (SA-
LSA). With SA-LSA all the nodes in the network are set to
be in the same area/domain. To asses the scalability of the two
protocols a number of experiments is performed using network
topologies that have the same nodal degree (2.5) and different
number of PPO nodes. Each network topology is randomly
generated using the Doer and Leslie's formula [15]. The total
number of experiments is chosen so that the presented average
values have a confidence interval of 10% or better at 90%
confidence level.

Fig. 7 reports the average number of LSU-ENTRY(s) pro-
cessed at each PPO node during a complete start-up phase4For the sake of simplicity, events that are not relevant to the example are

ignored. (i.e., all PPO nodes are turned on at once) till convergence
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Fig. 7. Average number of LSU-ENTRY(s) processed at each PPO node vs.

number of PPO nodes in the network

is reached and every PPO node has completely built its own
TI. The average number of LSU-ENTRY(s) is shown as a

function of number of PPO nodes in the network. With SA-
LSA, the addition of a new PPO node/link is advertised to all
the other PPO nodes. As a consequence the average number
of processed LSU-ENTRY(s) increases with the number of
PPO nodes in the network. Conversely, the TI-LSA protocol
is able to scale with the network size. By constraining the ad-
vertisement within the boundaries of each PPO node's TI, TI-
LSA is able to contain the average number of processed LSU-
ENTRY(s) to almost a constant value. As intuition suggests
larger TI sizes correspond to an increased average number of
processed LSU-ENTRY(s).

103 -.

a1c)

a)
c

- SA-LSA
- Tl-LSA (TI size 5 hops).
- TI-LSA (TI size 2 hops)

40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
# PPO nodes

Fig. 8. Convergence time vs. number of PPO nodes in the network

Fig. 8 reports the convergence time of both of the protocols
as a function of the number of PPO nodes in the network. This
is the time required to transmit all the LSU-ENTRY(s) during
the network start-up phase. Results confirm the earlier claim
that, contrary to SA-LSA, the TI-LSA protocol performance
is only affected by the TI size and not by the overall network
size.

V. SUMMARY

This paper described an LSA protocol with message flood-
ing constrained to match the PPO node's TI. The TI-LSA

protocol allows PPO nodes to discover resources and detect
changes in the optical data plane and physical topology in
a scalable manner with respect to the number of nodes. The
number of flooded TI-LSA entries is limited by constraining
the advertisement within the optical reach of the PPO node,
i.e., the PPO node's TI. In other words, each TI-LSA entry
reaches only the PPO nodes that require that information,
without unnecessarily flooding other PPO nodes that will not
make use of that entry. While the TI may resemble the area
concept in the Internet, a substantial difference between the
two is that areas are manually predetermined, while TI(s)
are self detected. The TI(s) may change over time as they
automatically adapt to the changes of both the optical network
topology and fiber transmission characteristics. And so does
the constrained flooding of the TI-LSA entries. While deliv-
ering to each PPO node all the TI-LSA entries that may be
required to intelligently use the available optical resources, the
TI-LSA protocol permits to realize networks with a number of
PPO nodes that is virtually infinite, thanks to its TI constrained
flooding.
A number of open challenges remain to be addressed and

will have to be studied carefully. For example, solutions that
provide end-to-end routing across multiple TI(s) must be
identified as current inter-area routing solutions cannot work
in conjunction with the TI-LSA protocol in a straightforward
way [16], [17].
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